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With vibrant photographs and intricate stories Scattered Among the Nations tells the story of the

worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most isolated Jewish communitiesÃ‚Â in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Former

Soviet Union and the margins of Europe.Ã‚Â Over 2,000 years ago, a shipwreck left seven Jewish

couples stranded off IndiaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Konkan Coast, south of Bombay. Those hardy survivors

stayed, built a community, and founded one of the fascinating groups described in this

bookÃ¢â‚¬â€•the Bene Israel of IndiaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Maharasthra Province. This story is unique, but it is

not unusual. We have all heard the phrase Ã¢â‚¬Å“the lost tribes of Israel,Ã¢â‚¬Â• but never has

the truth and wonder of the Diaspora been so lovingly and richly illustrated. To create this amazing

chronicle of faith and resilience, the authors visited Jews in 30 countries across five continents,

hearing origin stories and family histories that stretch back for millennia.  Sixteen chapters featuring

photographs and stories of the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most isolated Jewish communities, from:  - The hills

of northeastern India, on the border of Myanmar  - Sub-Saharan Africa, in Ghana, on the border of

Ivory Coast  - The last Jewish villages in Eastern Europe and Central Asia  - Jews at the heart of the

  - Marranos coming out of hiding in Portugal and Mexico  - Jewish gauchos and ostrich barons, in

the Argentine pampas and the South African veld  A foreword from Tudor Parfitt, and over 500 full

color photographs and illustrations accompany these beautiful stories, and many more. The

culmination of 16 years of collaboration between writers and photographers, Scattered Among the

Nations is a stunning work of research and storytelling, and a rich visual documentation of the

planetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most isolated and unusual Jewish communities. Above all, it is a testament to the

power of the Jewish people, and the connection that binds such different groups into one great tribe.
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"We talk about how Jews live everywhere but Bryan Schwartz has actually visited them and

photographed and recorded their stories. These unforgettable images and the corresponding text

are beautiful, even breathtaking. Scattered Among the Nations is a Jewish (Inter) National

Geographic, wisely reminding us that the strategies for survival of Jews in distant lands may be

relevant to our own." (Rabbi Lawrence Kushner, Emanu-El Scholar at Congregation Emanu-El of

San Francisco and author of books on Jewish spirituality and mysticism, including I'm God; You're

Not (Jewish Lights))This excuisite book is a gift to the Jewish people, dramatically stretching our

understanding of "Jewish." Bryan Schwartz reminds us that we are an "am olam"Ã¢â‚¬â€•at once an

eternal people and a people of the world. A book to be savored, read and re-read, and transmitted

from one generation to the next. (Yossi Klein Halevi, Senior Fellow, Shalom Hartman Institute,

Jerusalem)Since the destruction of the ancient Temple in Jerusalem, Jews have found the

abundance of diversity in cultures of the Diaspora a perfect cauldron for creating their unique brand

of Judaism over several millenia. Scattered Among the Nations is a splendorous testament to the

adaptability, richness, and beauty of the relationship between these Diasporic Jews and the nations

they call home. (Yale Strom, Award-winning artist/ethnographer, artist-in-residence Jewish Studies

Program, San Diego State University)With eloquent words and superb photos, Schwartz, Sand, and

Carter introduce us to our Jewish brothers and sisters in isolated Jewish communities around the

world. The authors take us on a profound and fascinating journey to witness the diversity of these

communities and their shared passion for Judaism. (Harriet Bograd, President, Kulanu, Inc.)"It is

when we witness the full panoply of our varied worldwide cultures that we begin to understand who

and what the Jewish people actually are. Bryan SchwartzÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s beautiful pictures and profound

writing help us view the large horizon of the origins and the reach of Judaism and its believers in

every corner of this planet. From the  to Ghana; from India to Bukhara; this book tells a wonderful

story in brilliant and exciting prose and stunning pictures; a story that needs to be told. There is no

better way to reflect in high relief the full range of this glorious people and its remarkable history."

(Rabbi Steve Gutow, President and CEO, Jewish Council for Public Affairs)"Finally, a beautifully

presented book on Jewish diversity around the world brings to the forefront what we might have

thought was well known, and breaks down not only stereotypes, but opens windows into lives from

the hills of Portugal to the plains of Africa." (The Jerusalem Post)"In an age when ethnic and

religious clashes are all too common, a book like this offers a lot of hope. The people in these



pictures are of all ages, shapes, skin colors and social status. Many have endured drought, famine,

and persecution. But they arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t talking about their hardships. Instead, they are excited to

share their candles, their ostrich feathers, their faith in any language." (The

Jewniverse)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Scattered Among the NaÃ‚ÂÃ‚ÂtionsÃ‚Â has beautiful picturesÃ¢â‚¬â€•of

men, women and chilÃ‚Âdren, homes, synagogues and landscapesÃ¢â‚¬â€•but it is not just a

dramatic collection of images. The stories noted in the subtitleÃ‚Â are eye-opening histories of

far-flungÃ‚Â communities and fascinating tales ofÃ‚Â charismatic leaders.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Hadassah

Magazine)

Bryan Schwartz, an Oakland, California-based civil rights attorney, conceivedÃ‚Â Scattered Among

the NationsÃ‚Â in the spring of 1999, thereafter visiting Jews in 30 countries and over 100 towns

and villages on five continents. Bryan led the effort to createÃ‚Â Scattered Among the Nations,

Inc.Ã‚Â (www.scatteredamongthenations.org), a nonprofit organization designed to educate the

worldÃ‚Â about Jewish diversity and assistÃ‚Â isolated Jewish communities in gaining the

recognition and resources to meet their needs. His images, articles, and discourse regarding Jewish

communities have been published and displayed worldwide, in Jewish and mainstream media, and

at galleries, universities, synagogues, Jewish Community Centers, and Jewish museums around

the United States.  Jay Sand, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is a musician, educator, writer, and

world traveler who has been documenting isolated Jewish communities since the 1990s. After years

of creating and showing multimedia Ã¢â‚¬Å“Jews of AfricaÃ¢â‚¬Â• presentations, in 2009,Ã‚Â he

founded All Around This World (www.allaroundthisworld.com), a global music and world cultures

program for young children and their grown-ups.  Sandy Carter is a Bellingham, Washington

photojournalist who previously co-authored the book,Ã‚Â Women in Medicine:Ã‚Â A Celebration of

Their Work. She has photographed numerous documentary projects which have appeared in

exhibitions and publications worldwide.Ã‚Â 

As a writer/photographer of a similar book, I must commend Bryan of a great accomplishment,

traveling around the world to tell the Jewish story is no easy feat and to do so in a way that gives

people a good understanding of Jews such that Jews feel is fair is even tougher. This is a great

looking book, well design, with good photography and easy to follow writing. He centers on the

"unknown" or the "unusual" Jew so you should already know a bit about Judaism before picking up

this book, however it is a great addition to your Judaica library and will fill you in on the little known

Jewish life around the world in a way that is interesting and entertaining. MazalTov and welcome



Mr. Schwartz to the small club of published archivers of Jewish life.

Beautifully written and with incredible photos, this book does a fantastic job of documenting an

important time for culturally diverse and remote Jewish communities around the world. The text

brings the photos, the people, and the traditions to life as you travel around the world visiting each

community. While reading it, I never wanted to put the book down. This is amazing given that the

book is non-fiction and really provides great depth and important research as well about the cultures

and traditions of each community. The book inspires us to open our minds and hearts and to be

mensches like many of the people we meet during this book's journey. A great present for any

occasion, too; I'd highly recommend this book.

Through photographs and narration, the author describes remote Jewish communities around the

world. The photographs are superb. The writing is clear. The author traveled the world staying, for

example, with the Benei Menashe Jews along the India-Myanmar border, the ostrich farmers in

Oudtshoorn, South Africa, the gauchos in Moises Ville, Argentina and the house of Israel in Sefwi

Wiawso, Ghana. I highly recommend this book because of the fascinating subject, the excellent

photography and the well-written text.

I keep this book on my coffee table and pick it up often during the week to study the beautiful

photosÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•so many incredible faces!ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and read the descriptions of

communities of Jews around the world that I had no idea even existed. Scattered Among Nations is

the type of book that completely absorbs you and piques your curiosity. To read about the spiritual

quest and lives of the people in these communities does much to lift your own spirit and fuel your

desire for such commitment and faith.

Absolutely beautiful book. The photographs are outstanding and the prose is flowing and

informative. Brings to light the quest for survival of Jewish tradition throughout the world. No one

would ever know that these communities exist without this book. The stories are heartwarming and

heart rendering as you read how these Jews survived over the years all the over the world in places

you never even thought about. Excellent book.

Great



Outstanding book

This is a remarkable book for EVERYONE to read and see. Great photos, powerful stories, and a

non-judgmental look at the true face of humanity in all its forms. a model for how to explore and

capture diverse faces & voices.
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